THE BOULEUTICLIST OF 281/OB.C.
(,PLATES
DESCRIPTION

1 19-123)

OF THE FRAGMENTS OF THE INSCRIPTION

HIRTY ' fragments of Hymettian-type marble, all but one discovered in the
course of the excavations in the Athenian Agora, have been associated as
belonging to two blocks of a large, three-block monument which listed the bouleutai
honored by the demos in the year 28 1/0. Twenty-seven of the fragments were originally assigned the number I 5105,2 each being further designated by a letter, A, B, C,
etc., through X, Y, Z, and A'. One of these fragments, I 5105E, was subsequently
proved not to belong to this monument. Two other inscriptions from the Athenian
Agora, I 6704 and I 4038, the latter published as Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, p. 235.
No. 4, and one inscription from the Epigraphical Museum, E.M. 6085, published by
Kirchner as I.G., II2, 2427 (cf. Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 69, No. 26) and now numbered
Agora I 5105B', were later correctly associated as part of this same bouleutic list.
The fragments can most convenientlybe handledwith the aid of tables of physical
data and circumstances of finding, photographs (Pls. 119-123), and a diagram
(Fig. 1) illustrating the relative sizes and positions of the assigned pieces. Table I,
below, provides pertinent information concerning dimensions and preserved sides.
The dimensions are given first for the individual pieces and then for the joined
fragments. Where separate figures are not given for the overall size, it is to be understood that it is not at all, or negligibly, different from the size of the inscribed face.
As is usual, " height " and " width " refer to the maximum dimensions obtained by
measuring, respectively, perpendicularlyto or parallel with the inscribed lines. In no
case is the original thickness preserved.
T

1 The author thanks S. Dow, H. J. Carroll, Jr., and D. F. Ogden for their many and important
contributions to this study. B. D. Meritt and Lucy Shoe Meritt have, as always, given much
assistance. S. V. Tracy provided advice on the identification of hands. The majority of the work
was completed in Athens with the aid of a Canada Council Fellowship.
2
One of these fragments, I 5105A' was noticed by Pittakys in 1834 near the church named
in the region which was then thought to belong to the ancient Metroon (southeast corner
TY7ra7ravrT1
of the Agora). It was published by him in 'E+. 'ApX. (1853, No. 1849), and, the stone subsequently being lost, was republished from Pittakys' text by the following: Rangabe (Antiquites
Helleniques, p. 1012, No. 2350), Koehler (I.G., II, 1030), and Kirchner (I.G., 112, 2411). This
fragment, somewhat damaged since the time of Pittakys, was rediscovered in the Agora Excavations. I 5105 in general is referred to passim in the following: " The Bouleutic List of 304/3 B.C."
(Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 205-240) and " The Bouleutic List of 303/2 B.C." (Hesperia,
XXXVII, 1968, pp. 1-24).
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The preservedsides are further classifiedaccordingto the treatmentof the
surface,i.e. whetherit is smoothlypolished,roughlypicked,or finishedwith a toothed
chisel,andwhetherit shows anathyrosis. Severalfragmentshave an incisedtapering
bandalong one side. The width of this band,at the top and bottomof the fragment,
is given.
TABLE I:

Fragment

A
B (joins M)
C (joins H, D,
P and B')
D (joins C, P)
E
F (joins V,
I 4038)
G (joins J, A')
(joins C, B')
face
overall
I (joins 0, K)
J (joins G, A')
face
overall
K (joins 0, I)

PHYSICAL DATA

Thick- Original-Side-Preserved Width of
Incised
Treatment
Height Width ness Side
Band

0.231 0.331 0.109 Top
0.173 0.105 0.103
0.256 0.214 0.127
0.172 0.135 0.130
rejectedfrom this monument
0.312 0.229 0.134 Right

Anathyrosis

Toothed
chisel

Top 0.0430
Bot. 0.0396

0.154 0.148 0.072

H

face
overall
M (joins B, N)
N (joins M, U
and V)
O (joins K, I)
P (joins D, C)

L

Q

face
overall

0.235
0.358
0.156

0.252 0.150
0.361
0.102 0.047

Left

Smooth

0.290
0.330
0.133

0.314
0.314
0.115

0.118

Top

Anathyrosis

0.06

Top,
Left

Smooth
Smooth

0.093 0.098 0.088
0.202 0.177
0.275 0.283 0.149
0.298 0.282 0.163
0.241 0.280 0.047 Top
0.305 0.213 0.131 Right
0.195
0.318

0.114
0.136

0.13

Left

Smooth
Toothed
Top 0.0512
Bot. 0.0475
chisel
Anathyrosis
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Widthof
Thick- Original-Side-Preserved
Incised
Treatment
Height Width ness Side
Band
0.190 0.285 0.146
(joins Z)
0.150 0.093 0.065
(joins Z)
(joins Z) face 0.087 0.150 0.247
0.356 0.228
overall
(joins N, V) 0.347 0.380 0.155 Bottom Rough picked
(joins F, N, 0.430 0.309 0.165
U, and
I 4038)
0.041 0.052 0.010
Anathyrosis
0.304 0.185 0.124 Left
0.388 0.310 0.119 Right, Anathyrosis
Bottom Anathyrosis

Fragment
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y

(joins S, T)
A' (joins G, J)

0.295 0.247
0.452 0.320

0.145
0.183

B' (joins H, C,

0.141

0.176

0.055

Z

Left

and I 6704)
I 6704 (joins B') 0.175 0.191 0.058 Right
I 4038 (joins
F V)

Toothed
chisel

Top 0.054
Bot. 0.051

Toothed
chisel

Top 0.0558
Bot. 0.0536

0.057 0.135 0.036

OverallHeight OverallWidth OverallThickness
JoinedFragments
0.183
0.618
0.646
G-J-A' (joined)
0.060
0.362
0.261
I-K-O (joined)
0.165
0.739
0.747
B-M-F-N-U-V-I 4038 (joined)
0.247
0.570
0.443
R-S-T-Z (joined)
0.150
0.534
0.620
C-D-H-P-B'-I 6704 (joined)
DATES AND PLACES OF FINDING

Table II, below,giavesthe date and placeof discoveryof each fragment,together
with such details of context as are pertinent. The sections referred to are those of
the City Grid superimposedon the Agora. The reader is referred to Hesperia,XXII,
1953, plate 12, where a grid plan of the whole Agora is published.
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TABLE

II:

Fragment Date of Finding
Nov. 15, 1937
A

DATES AND PLACES OF FINDING

Section
0 17

K
L
M
N
0

Nov. 16, 1937
Nov. 16, 1937
Nov. 18, 1937
Nov. 24, 1937
Nov. 25, 1937
Nov. 30, 1937
Nov. 30, 1937
Dec. 1, 1937
Dec. 2, 1937
Mar. 2, 1938
Dec. 6, 1937
Dec. 17, 1937
Jan. 9, 1938
Nov. 16, 1937
Mar. 3, 1938

0 17
0 17
0 17
Q 18
P 17
0 17
0 21
0 18
O-P 18
O-P 18
0 17
0 18
0 18
0 17
O-P 18

P
Q

Mar. 4, 1938
Mar. 9, 1938

0 18
O-P 18

R
S
T
U
V
W

Mar. 31, 1938
Apr. 1, 1938
Apr. 1, 1938
Apr. 1, 1938
Apr. 1, 1938
Apr. 2, 1938

0
0
0
0
0
0

X

May 9, 1938

0 18

Y

May 12, 1938

0 18

Z

May 16, 1938

0 18

B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

J

18
18
18
18
18
18

Details of Context, etc.
Modern house wall, outside the market square and south of the Chlurch
of the Holy Apostles.
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Sanme
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Surface fill, outside the market
square and south of the Church of
the Holy Apostles.
Same
Modern house wall, outside the market square and south of the Church
of the Holy Apostles.
Same
Same
Same
Same
Same
Loose fill, outside the market square
and south of the Church of the Holy
Apostles.
Modern house foundation, south of
the Church of the Holy Apostles.
Modern house wall, outside the market square and south of the Church
of the Holy Apostles.
Same
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Fragment Date of Finding

Section

Details of Context, etc.
Marble dump with marble fill, in
northeast part of section P 22.
From the Greek Archaeological Society.
Marble pile in the southeast part of
the market square.
Modern context over the Hellenistic
Building on Kolonos Agoraios.

A'

Feb. 20-22, 1939

P 22

B'

ca. 1879

Findspot
unknown
O-P-Q
16-17
F 6

I 6704

Feb. 17, 1955

I 4038

April 21, 1936
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TECHNICAL DATA
Tr3v 'rapaOnly the title and name of the c,patryo?g e`rN&
cTKEV )1v differ in any respect from the regular lettering used throughout this inscription. The names of the phylai, demes, bouleutai, servants, and the titles and names
of the first two officers on fragments X and Y are all inscribed in letters of approximately the same size and character. Although there are slight variations, the full
letters are usually between 0.006 m. and 0.007 m. in height. The title, name, patronymic, and demotic of the Provisioner-General, however, are written in much larger
letters, approximately 0.011 m. high.
2. VERTICAL INTERSPACING: The normal vertical interspacing of the lines is
slightly less than 0.007 m. The average for one line and one interline varies between
0.0123 m. and 0.0126 m. Blank lines are rare: between the last name in the roster
of Demetrias and the heading of Oineis a space of 0.020 m. intervenes, enough for
one line with normal interspacing above and below-this was undoubtedly intended
tor the servant of Demetrias; and in the roster of Antiochis under the eighth representative of Pallene a blank line was left-this was probably meant for a ninth
councillor from this deme (see commentary to lines 238-247).
There are, however, some real exceptions to the normal vertical interspacing.
(a) Between the last councillor in the roster of Leontis and the tribal heading of
Antiochis in the sixth column no servant's name was inscribed and a space of only
0.012 m. was left, i.e. more than the normal interspacing between lines, but not enough
for a blank line as in the case of Demetrias. (b) Since the fifth column ends with its
lines in exact horizontal alignment with those of the sixth, we must assume a similar
irregular interspacing within it, and this irregularity probably occurred in a like
position, i.e. between the two rosters of Pandionis and Aiantis, a part of the inscription
not preserved. (c) In the third column at the bottom of the roster of Erechtheis a
servant's name was inscribed (his title is preserved). Under this line an anomalous
space of 0.012 m. was left above the tribal heading of Kekropis. This may explain

1.

THE LETTERING:
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why the last line in the column appears a half space above the corresponding line in
Oineis, the second column, where no abnormalities in vertical interspacing are apparent. (d) Finally, since the third column ends with its lines in exact horizontal alignment with those of the fourth, we naturally suspect an irregularity in the vertical
interspacing of the latter, and such an irregularity does exist: below the demotic of
Hestiaia (bouleutic quota of one) in Aigeis in the top part of the column no name
was inscribed and a space of 0.014 m., or slightly more than half the normal space
required for a full line, was left blank (see commentary to line 53).
At the bottom of the monument the names and titles of three officers are partially preserved; the first two appear on the left half of the monument; the third, in
large letters, appears on both halves. Between the servant's name at the bottom
of the roster of Oineis and first officer and between the second officer and the c-rparnyg esirtTnv Trapa0TKEV)v spaces of 0.021 m. intervene, i. e. approximately the normal
amount for a line and two interspaces.

All letteringon this inscriptionis clearlynon3. HORIZONTAL INTERSPACING:
stoichedon. Nevertheless, horizontal interspacing is relatively uniform. Occasionally
a short name is stretched out, but long names are never crowded. In general, the
same horizontal interspacing is used for tribal headings, demotics, and the names of
the bouleutai and servants. The widest spacing appears in line 195, 0.011 m., but
this is an exception. The usual spacing varies between 0.004 m. and 0.007 m. The
titles and names of the officers have more widely spaced lettering. In the case of the
first officer it varies between 0.007 m. and 0.012 m.; for the second, between 0.010 m.
and 0.018 m.; and for the third, between 0.008 m. and 0.016 m.
There is only one certain example of the use of interpuncts on this inscription:
three dots, one above another, appear between the title and name of the servant in
line 5. They do not recur, however, as one would expect, where the titles and names
of other servants are preserved, i.e. at the bottom of the rosters of Aiantis, Antiochis,
and Oineis, although in the last case it is difficultto be certain since the surface of the
stone has been damaged.
The first letters of the tribal headings of Oineis and Anti4. MARGINATION:
ochis are still visible and these extend 0.021 m. and 0.020 m. respectively into the left
margins of their columns. Although no heading is preserved in full, it is apparent
that the tribal names were not centered over the columns.
The demotics are without exception indented, but the amount of indentation
varies considerably. The first letter of the demotic of Koile, for example, appears
0.024 m. to the right of the margin, although the indentation in Cholargos and
Trinemeia is as much as 0.037 m. The most common indentation, however, is approximately the mean between these extremes, 0.031 m.
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The names of the bouleutai are consistently written in columns beginning at a
scrupulously observed left margin, but there is no attempt to form a right margin.
Long names extend as far as necessary; e.g. the last letter of the patronymic in line
192 occurs only 0.032 m. from the margin of the next column. There is no example
of a name which has been curtailed.
The first two officers were inscribed in the free space under the rosters on the
left side of the monument (the first three columns were much shorter than the
fourth). Judging from the natural restoration of the title of the first officer, they
were inscribed beginning at the left margin of the second column (cf. commentary on
lines 286 and 287). The title of the third officer began apparently under the left
margin of column one (cf. commentary on line 288).
5. DRAFTED EDGES: Four fragments, viz. F, P, A, and I 6704, have an incised
band, or drafted edge, 0.004 m.-0.005 m. deep along one side, fragment A' along
the left, the other fragments along the right. In every case the band is wider at the
top than at the bottom (for the actual widths, see above, pp. 460-461). Careful
measurement of the width of this band at various positions along it shows that the
decrease is uniform: ca. 0.0016 m. for every ten centimeters of height. This information allows us to establish roughly the vertical positions of these fragments. The
purpose of the band was doubtless purely decorative, perhaps to give the monument
the appearanceof a slightly tapering stele.
6. GUIDE-LINES: Almost every fragment shows evidence of lines which have
been incised on it. They run both vertically and horizontally and are usually, though
not always (a guideline on fragment R clearly slopes slightly), either exactly parallel
or exactly perpendicular to the lines of lettering. They may, however, be further
classified as follows: (a) those which appear above and/or under some particular
lines but do not extend across the whole nmonument,e.g. the first two of the three
officers at the bottom; and (b), those which appear at wider, though not regular,
intervals and extend, either vertically or horizontally, through the whole inscription.
The first type is usually lightly inscribed, the second, more heavily and sometimes
with two strokes, e.g. the line across the middle of fragment N. Doubtless both
varieties were used by the mason to help in arranging his text. For us they are obviously a great assistance in fixing or confirming the relative positions of a number of
fragments.
7. THE HANDS: The lettering on this monument was inscribed by two masons
whose hands are very similar. The strokes of the first (hand A) tend to be rounder,
e.g. in the upsilon, and often, particularly at the angles, do not meet perfectly. The
strokes of the second are straighter and more careful, i.e. they almost always meet
at the angles. Mason A inscribed the first, second, the top of the third, the fifth,
and the sixth columns, i.e. fragments G-J-A', S-T-Z, A, C-D-H-P-B'-I 6704, B-M-F-
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N-U-V-I 4038, and probablythe third officer (with the larger lettering it is difficultto
distinguish the hands). Mason B inscribed the central part of the monument, the
bottom of the third and all of the fourth column and the first two officers, i.e. fragments R, I-K-O, Q, X, and Y. Of the unassigned fragments, L certainly and W
probably (a very tiny fragment) belong to hand B and should therefore be assigned
to the central part of the inscription.
DESIGN

OF THE WHOLE

INSCRIPTION

AND THE RELATIONS

OF THE FRAGMENTS

(Fig. 1)
All bouleutic lists, including I 5105, have this in common: the names of the
bouleutai, with or without patronymics, are grouped under the respective demotics
and inscribed in columns below tribal headings. The form, however, may vary considerably: a single stele (Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 205-240; I.G., IJ2, 1700),
a pair of matching stelai (Hesperia, XXXVII, 1968, pp. 1-24), a block inscribed on
several faces (I.G., 112, 2377), a pair of such blocks (Hesperia, XXX, 1961, pp. 3057), and the present inscription, i.e. a large three-block monument whose design has
been determined from the preserved fragments in the following manner.
Fragment A' preserves part of the left side and, at the left edge of the inscribed
surface, an incised tapering band. The fragment accordingly must belong to the left
side of the monument. The fourth line from the top on A', as now preserved, reads
[--- -]ANTI AOX,immediately below which appears the demotic of Cholargos. Thus
we have what can only be the tribal heading of Akamantis, the seventh phyle in the
Macedonian period.
Fragment J joins the right side of A' and preserves part of a second column.
Exactly on the same line as the tribal heading of Akamantis appear the first six
letters of the heading of Oineis. Above it are listed a number of names and the two
demotics of Melite and Koile, demes which, taken together, can only belong to
Demetrias. The arrangement of the inscription therefore must be as follows:
I
Antigonis

II
Demetrias

III
Erechtheis

IV
Aigeis

V
Pandionis

VI
Leontis

VII
Akamantis

VIII
Oineis

IX
Kekropis

X
Hippothontis

XI
Aiantis

XII
Antiochis

The names above the heading of Akamantis on A' must accordingly be assigned to
Antigonis.
The other fragments confirm this arrangement of phylai and columns. The
joined piece, B-M-F-N-U-V-I 4038, preserves parts of the right side, including the
incised band, and the bottom. It must accordingly be assigned to the lower right corner
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of the monument. Of the ends of the two rosters preserved, the column on the left
contains demotics from Aiantis and the column on the right, demotics from Antiochis.
Another large piece, C-D-H-P-B'-I 6704, also preserves part of the right side
and incised band (on fragments P and I 6704), as well as the full width of one column
and the partial width of another. The right-hand column gives us the bottom of
the roster of Leontis and the first half of the roster of Antiochis, including five
letters from the tribal heading. The left-hand column accordingly must belong to
Aiantis and the whole piece clearly must occupy a position above B-M-F-N-U-V on
the right side of the monument. The number of missing lines in Antiochis, twentysix, can easily be calculated from the known number of demotics and prytaneis in
the roster. This figure agrees remarkably well with what we should estimate to
have been the relative positions of these two large pieces using the information given
by the widths of the tapering bands on I 6704, P, and F.
No other fragments preserve incised bands, although several have sides, tops,
and bottoms. Fragment A, for instance, preserves a top which runs parallel to the
lines of lettering and represents, therefore, very probablyan original, and not a recut,
surface. For several centimeters back from the inscribed face the surface of the
top is smoothly polished, behind which the stone is roughly picked, i. e. anathyrosis.
Obviously this is a joining surface and another block must once have rested on top
of A. This conclusion is confirmed by the epigraphical contents of the fragment.
Though the face is much damaged, the demotics of Sybridai, Phegous, Themakos, and
Kedoi, as well as the title of the servant, can be made out, i.e. the last part of the
roster of Erechtheis. The first part of this roster must have been inscribed above A
(it could not have appeared at the bottom of column two, for this part of the inscription is preserved on Z and contains only the roster of Oineis).
Fragment J also preserves a top of a similar nature to that preserved on A,
namely, a surface which shows anathyrosis. That both tops belong to the same
original surface is quite obvious and confirmed, if confirmation were needed, by the
horizontal guide-line which appears between the two councillors named Kephisodoros
on fragment J (lines 13-14) and reappears on A at exactly the same distance from
the top (between lines 31 and 32). It is easily observed that the two rosters preserved
at the top of the J, i.e. Antigonis and Demetrias, both end five lines below the roster of
Erechtheis on fragment A.
The joined fragments I-K-O also preserve a top and, in addition, part of a left
side (without incised band), both being smoothly polished, as on A. I-K-O, however,
is too thin to show the rough picking, characteristic of anathyrosis, which must surely
have once belonged to these surfaces. Although the inscribed face is much damaged.
like that of A, several demotics can still be read and they leave no doubt but that the
fragment belongs to the phyle Aigeis, i.e. column four of this inscription. Beyond
question the top of this fragment fell in line with those of fragments A and J. If
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further confirmation were needed, the faint traces of a guide-line on A and J recur
at exactly the same distance from the top of I-K-O. Very probably the roster of
Aigeis began on the same line as those of Antigonis, Demetrias, and Erechtheis.
Thus, the design of the bottom of the monument seems clear: one block on the
left listing the ends of phylai I, II, and III and the whole of VII, VIII, and IX, and
another block on the right listing the ends of IV, V, and VI, and the whole of X,
XI, and XII. Doubtless a third capping block which contained the beginnings of
the first six phylai rested on top of these two blocks. There are many parallels for
this type of monument, though it is unique among bouleutic lists.
Fragment Y preserves part of a right side (without incised band) and bottom,
both surfaces showing anathyrosis. The bottom undoubtedlyfitted on to a base, as we
should naturally expect from the type of monument, although there is no evridenceof
clamps or dowels on this or any other fragment (the pieces are too thin). Fragment
Y therefore must belong to the bottom right corner of the left block of the monument.
The bottom of fragment U, the only other piece which preserves such a surface,
appears to have been treated in a different manner from that of Y, i.e. rough picking
as opposed to anathyrosis. The evidence, however, demands that the two bottoms
must once have been aligned. Guide-lines, one at the top right corner and another at
0.177 m. from the bottom of Y reappearon B-M-F-N-U-V at identical distances from
the respective bottom. In addition, the large nu and the rasura in the third line on Y
occur in perfect alignment with lettering of the same size and character on the joined
fragments.
From the evidence of the preserved demotics, R-S-T-Z must be assigned to the
end of the rosters of Oineis and Kekropis, i.e. the bottom of columns two and three.
Below the servant of Oineis occurs a space of 0.021 m. and then two lines which
agree in lettering and horizontal and vertical interspacing with the first two lines on
fragment Y. Judging from their position at the bottom of the monument and their
content, especially the first line, these definitely belong to a list of officers. Indeed,
part of the title of the first officer can be restored in the space which lies between
the two fragments. Guide-lines on Y and B-M-F-N-U-V reappear on R-S-T-Z and
confirm these relative positions, not to mention information obtained from calculating
the number of missing lines in Oineis and Kekropis between A and R, and J and T,
respectively. Finally at the bottom of Z occurs large lettering of the same height,
interspacing and character as that on Y and B-M-F-N-U-V. It all belongs to the
title and name of the third officer. In fact part of the title can be restored between
Z and Y, the word rapaoK [EV] v from the office arrparqyO'gEq'V rriv TapacrWevIV.
Other fragments fit easily into, indeed often confirm, the proposed scheme of
arrangement. Both Q and X preserve part of a left side, without incised band but
with anathyrosis. Both also contain demotics belonging to Hippothontis and thus
must be placed in the bottom half of column four. Their left sides align exactly with
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that of I-K-O and all were undoubtedly once part of the lower right block of the
monument.
Fragment X, however, can be assigned an exact vertical position within column
four. The horizontal guide-line which cuts the demotic of Azenia reappears at the
top of Y and also on B-M-F-N-U-V, and the guide-line which occurs at the top of X
recurs near the top of T and middle of R. In addition, at the bottom of X there are
traces of rasura which align perfectly with those on Y (see commentary on lines 178
and 288). Finally, when fragments X and Y were placed together so that the abovementioned guide-lines joined and the rasurae aligned, the two pieces showed matching
damage and scratches along their common edge. There can be little doubt concerning
the relative positions of these two fragments.
The exact vertical position of fragment Q, which, as just mentioned, also
belongs to the roster of Hippothontis, but higher up in the column, is more difficult
to ascertain. Line 155 (see commentary) on this fragment apparently belongs to the
demotic of Peiraeus, a deme which had a quota of ten representatives in this period.
Lines 157-161 at the top of X can belong only to Dekeleia or Peiraeus, the two demes
in Hippothontis not otherwise accounted for on I 5105 which had possible quotas of
five or more bouleutai. Prosopography favors their assignment to the latter (see
commentary on lines 157-161). Thus, probably four lines intervened between the
bottom of Q and the top of X.
Fragments L and W contain too little information to be assigned definite positions within the monument. That both belong to I 5105 appears certain from the
nature of the stone, the place of finding, and the lettering and spacing. In fact, on
the evidence of the hand, they should probably be assigned to the central part of the
inscription (see above, pp. 465-466).
Fragment E appears to preserve part of two names and was once associated with
this monument on grounds similar to those for L and W. It must now, however,
be rejected. Its style of lettering is different from either hand on the rest of I 5105.
More important, there is no possible position for it within the inscription. The vacat
under the second name would require a position at the bottom of the monument, i.e.
at the end of the first column, since the bottoms of the other five columns are preserved. Yet if it were to appear here, it would have to preserve part of the list of
officers, something it clearly does not do. Moreover, the obvious restoration of the
second name would require a margin far to the right of that preserved on the other
fragments in this column.
It remains to consider the relative lengths and composition of the columns and
the restoration of the roster of Aiantis. The bottoms of all the columns, except the
first, are preserved and their relative lengths can easily be compared. Taking the
shortest column, the fifth, as the reference point, i.e., 0, the other columns are seen
to be the following number of lines longer than it:
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column
length

One

?

Two
10'2

Three
2

Four
16

Six
11

Five
0

And the probable composition of the columns was as follows (the half-line irregularities are outlined above, pp. 463-464):
II
I
Antigonis Demetrias
50
50
bouleutai
15
15
demotics
1
servant
1
between
space
rosters
heading

VII
heading
bouleutai

demotics

VIII

Akamantis Oineis
50

10

50

10

servant

1?

1

TOTAL

127?

127

IV
III
Erechtheis Aigeis
50
50
16-17
10
1?
1
Y2

IX

V
Pandionis
50
8
1
Y2

X

Xi

Kekropis Hippothontis Aiantis
50
50
50

7
118?2

16-15
132>2*

VI
Leontis
50
15
>2

XII
Antiochis
50

6

11

1

1

116?2

127?2

*(The half-line discrepancy in Aigeis-Hippothontis is accounted for by the fact that only that
amount of space was left for the one representative of Hestiaia.)

Pandionis, Leontis, Akamantis, Oineis, Aiantis, and Antiochis were represented,
apparently, by the expected number of demes. The number of demes belonging to
Antigonis and Demetrias has not hitherto been known, but fifteen in each is not
unreasonable. The composition of the fourth column is more problematical, since
both the exact position of the bottom of the Aigeid roster on this inscription and
the number of demes belonging to Hippothontis in the Macedonian period are uncertain. Aigeis had as many as seventeen demes on the prytany list of 254/3 (see
above, pp. 419-420), but it is possible that in 281/0, or any other year, one of its tiny
demes may have failed to be represented. Hippothontis had only fourteen demes
on the council of 303/2 (Hesperia, XXXVII, 1968, pp. 8, 13-14, 20) when probably one, or possibly even two, of its small demes were not represented. In that same
year Kekropis had only seven demes on the council, the same number as, apparently,
here; probably the tiny Epieikidai was omitted in both cases. Erechtheis normally
had eleven demes in the Macedonian period, but apparently the small deme Pambotadai was not represented on I 5105. As we can see, there is nothing unusual in
such an occurrence, least of all in Erechtheis, for Sybridai did not appear on the
bouleutic list of ca. 336/5 (Hesperia, XXX, 1961, p. 31) and either Pambotadai or
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Sybridaiwas omittedfrom the prytanylist of 367/6 (Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 233)
and the bouleuticlist of 335/4 (I.G., I12,1700).
Since the fragments belongingto the roster of Aiantis are fixed in position,
the restorationof the demoticsappearscertain. Oinoehad preciselyfour representatives in the Macedonianperiod (cf. Hesperia,XXXV, 1966, p. 229, lines 284-287,
and commentary). Thus a demoticmust have occurredin line 232, and the only
deme in Aiantis which could have had a quota as small as three is Trikorynthos.
Marathonmust be restoredin line 180, since either Phaleron,with a quotaof nine,
or Aphidna,with a quota of sixteen, inscribedthere would requiredemoticsin line
190 or 196, both quite impossible.For a similar reason Phaleroncannot have been
inscribedin line 191.
THE DIMENSIONS

OF THE MONUMENT

Since the top, bottom,and sides of the lower blocksare partiallypreservedand
sincethe fragmentson whichthese featuresoccurare fixed in relationto one another,
the dimensionsof these blocksare easily obtained:height (of each block), 1.352m.,
and width (of each block), 0.975 m. The approximateheight of the upper block,
computedby estimatingthe space requiredfor the forty-sevenlines missing from
the top of each columnand adding in a certainarbitraryamount (ca. seven lines)
for the heading,comes to 0.710 m. Thus, the face of the monumentmeasuredapproximatelytwo metersby two meters. No accurateestimate,however,can be made
of the thickness,but that it was considerableis obviousfrom the style of monument,
the generaldimensions,and the partialwidth preservedon fragmentT (0.247 m.).
THE DATE OF THE INSCRIPTION

This inscription must, of course, be dated to the period of the twelve phylai, i.e.
post 307/6. One of the councillors, however, permits a more precise date. Diokles,
son of Ischyrias, of Ptelea (text, line 117) was chairman of the proedroi in the
archonship of Ourias, i.e. 281/0 (Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 562, No. 40, lines 6-7; cf.

evidencesupportsthis
Hesperia,XI, 1942, p. 305, note 14). Otherprosopographical
dating; e.g. the bouleutes in line 97 is almost certainly the ephebe of 305/4; and
the bouleutai in lines 231, 272, etc. are the sons of councillors who served in 303/2
(see commentary on these and other lines). Moreover, in the style of lettering,
especially the phi wrrittenwith only the upper round part, I 5105 resembles very
closely an inscription of 282/1 which honored the hlipparchsand phylarchs (AerX.,
XVIII, 1963, pp. 104-105).
TEXT AND COMMENTARY
The text is arranged by phylai rather than by fragments. The particular fragment on which any given portion of the text is preserved is indicated by designations
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at the side. The line numbers run consecutively, the various parts being numbered
as follows: Catalogue of Councillors, lines 1-277; Unassigned Fragments, lines 278285; Officers, lines 286-288.
TEXT

a. 281/0 a. Catalogue of Councillors

NON-ITOIX.
A'

Col. I, Top
[A N T I r O N I A O 1]
lacuna of 62 lines8
[- ca. i
-] aovn [---]
ca. 11
[

-_

-] 0os

(?)

VTOV

Hy-qo.Kpa

[v'17r]rqpE'

[T] ov

*Bt.v

5

Line 5 ends roster of Antigonts
Col. II, Top
[A H M H T P I AA O ]

J

lacuna of 50 lines'
[_ _ _ _ ca.16
O]V
tO
[ a.?8] A[_ca. 8[5]EVd`o0 [Hlo]xv,uvxq(roT[v]

10

MEATEX1[]
EcKX-g Kg[oav]pXov

[ .1]rov
-1]
K,4tcc68&opog K [IIkw-o?
[]r
4v
[ca]
[rpa'Tov] (?)
Knbccr6&opog

A,&qputogl

15

`Hyro-t.rLrog'AptcrTo[ uaxov]
IIVOOKXS

[oto
'AVOA OKp

v]

'Avr+cbv 'Ernrp6oov
6K KoiXArg
EVi'fovxogNEapX[ov]

20

'ApLTOKXs [----

Ayo+b@' [ ?---vactat
Line 22 ends roster of Demetrias
3Missing from the total roster of Antigonis: 3 'AypvXats,2

Ilypyofrets,

5

Aajvrrpels,

1 'AyicvXEv'%

7 ( ?) rap-yTTrOo, 1 I1atavtEv's,2 KvG 'pptot, 12 Kv8aO-qvatEZs,2 AWaM8at, 2 lIord,jwot, 2
6 'IKaptrE.Z,
ActpaXTLat, 2 EITEatot, and 3 (?) from two unknown demes.
Missing from the total roster of Demetrias: 1 AtoiEEV,;, 1 'e Olov, 2 llorda4tot, 3 floptot,
5 WAyvoiatot, 1 tI7r7roTo,LLL&%,2 Ko0OK'8at, 6 UvXaJtot, 1 XAat8aV8r, 7 5vvratUove% 3 (?) 'AvaKateig (?),

4 ( ?)

'ATqvecs, and

4 (?)

Oopatels.
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Col. III, Top
[E P E X 0 E I A O ]

lacuna of 49 lines'
A

]

[Ka?]XX[----?-?-

]

?

Ev'ap3[rj9?

25

.lv,8p [F a
[to?]

KXayov

Mm?tfZw`v A' -yAXov

30

&?1laKEt[]

Iyxt'a [ 8-q - - - - - EKK[-]861v

Xaptortos'AO[-?--

]

NtKO8'x,0 [
V'777PE'T71
[9---

]

-

]35
Line 35 ends roster of Erechtheis

Col. IV, Top
[AIrEiAo
]
lacuna of 46 lines 6
K-0

?

KX7"1a[(a]

[ca.2]

[Ka ?]XXiag'A'-oXXo---]
Kv8avri8at
[-a.

* O*]

[E~] i1jP~og

[E3'0]
vT8AuoENtK(OVV'
['

[]

kV0t9

PO]T

40

Lcono

OV

vv Etsg

['Av]rt0dvb6 IoXvKparov
0q y[a] tLEt
[__ca

I-O

7_

_]

8-

NtK,qpa6rov

45

(DtX[
tirr]og (DtXt'IOV
'Jo

txo,g 'I [cr]oKX[E] ov

O1valvtOag
TtpoKp&ov
'AXEav[8 ]pos 'A<X>Ee6vapov

50

IDpvi4vtx]o[f]KaXXtov
Missing from the total roster of Erechtheis: 3
10 Aa/IIirTpEtq,8 K-40tTtE, and 3

HEpyaur,ts.

'AypvXEts, 12 EvICvv1IEtq, 9

(?)

'Alayvpavio',

Missing from the total roster of Aigeis: 1 'AyKvXEv's,4 KoAxvrE't, 2 &, KoXwvov,9 WxAaXts,
2 'Apa4i'vtot, 1 6y MvpptvoV'Trrr, 3 4'tAat'at, 10 ( ?) 'EpXtEZ3,1 'Jovt4s, 4 TEtOpaOtot,
and 1 (?) Barev'3.
6
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&[a].e'
1?E>T

vacat
'Ep[&]K

I

55

Ba<r[ASi-?~ ----]
'A6h[v

]

(?)

[vtTh'pe&nq ?

Line 57 ( ?) ends roster of Aigeis

0

Col. V, Top
[II A N A I 0 N I A 0 Z]
lacunaof 49 lines7
'Av[?
( ?)
[llpaotS]
Ka0[-- ----tD[-

60

-]

[1'retpis ( ?)
65

?__________-]

[?I
[?]
Line 68 ends roster of Pandionis
Col. VI, Top
[A EB N T I A O ]

lacunaof 55 lines8
B'-I

6704

[IIrbXAKE1]
X AE [L] OE'OV
[1kPOK?] AlS
[-]Kt8-qg

70

EVKr-qlJOVO-;

[K]oXCvVELs
['Ep,u?]48wpog KX[E] o71p,ov
[0Eo]caf-vq1 A[l]o[K]Xe'ovs

75

['E] KaXELS
[ ca

B'

H-B

4-]

AutYr/otXov
k+cIw

[Kponr]It8a

Mv[

NLK[to]v

Line 79 ends roster of Leontis
7 Missing from the total roster of

Pandionis: 5 llpo/3aXtcnot,22

4 Wass,
lTIaLavLt'ts,1 KovOsuXt&r,.

8 Mvppvolv'oot, aid 4 'AyyeXf1Z.

3 K'rTLwt, 5 f'c AeovotoLv, 4
from the total roster of Leontis: 3 'AX'tuov'aLot,
3
and 2 'Y,8cu.
2
floTa,.u'O,
2
HIatovt8c,
9
6
Eu6rvpt8ac,
4peapptot,
5
XoAXdBac,
,ovvteZ
flwtvla,
8 Missing

icKacu-
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Col. I, Bottom
A'

[AKAM]

80

ANTIAOX
XoXapyeZs

~~EVOKX
SvA71s)1 jaEVOKXE'OVg
-eoAs

[v] u [ov]
'ApT6o8v,uog'Apt-rTov

NWK'parogNLKoOrTparov

A'-G

'Ayvo[ rJ]EA[ov]
'OAXvp0'8&copog

85

[E]cog
K,b0t-o',3ovXosIIRE&
Ev1KXE'ovg
EvtOb6vz
10bv)rTrLot

KaAXXTEA'X
KaXXta8o
[v]
90

=

EvO0fXxW 'EvratVErov
4Jot'ag 'AvYrlrd6rpov

A'

Avcr'uaxog J[soq)]avTov
'Epyo [xapo]
OE'(0pog
? ]
[
NWKD.LaXoq
TL,UoKKX[-

KESaXr[0Ev]
Atoyvvjog

[

ApXErrpwrod

[

5:(KpdTr)9

95

?-

IIoXv2a<pt-[

?

]

[?

I-

?-

]

-

]

]

MEyaKX
[
Ilapa4?[-

-

Avo-t[-

100

-

?

[ *lpv [

]
lacuna of 36 lines 8
105
T71S?I-- (?)
[i5Tr'qp&
Line 105 ends roster of Akamantis

Col. II, Bottom

J

[Os]
lacuna of 43 lines10
ca.OT1T]
ouo84o[v]

OIN1NEIA

T

ca.8 o8XIo
_I]

[n-

_Ai]oyvov

IJn this lacuna 4 additionalKeoaAfOEv are to be restored, and also 5 Ilpoaor6Artot,3 KuCvvelm,
-q.
2 Eipcai8at, 2 'Epjutot,6 OopbKtot,6 KepapEZ3, and 1 'I0tad'S
10 In this lacunaare to be restored:3 HEepo&8at,
8 ( ?) Opalto and 25 ( ?) 'AXapva'S,
6 'O`^GEv,
to one of which demes must belong lines 107-109.
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110

[AaKta']8at
[.. -- L -] ItDXwrtSov
Tt,uo [ z. . H] avOqpog

Kv('a[ tv]7r],og'Au[0t ?]at'ov
A [ov]]-tdEs

S-Z

115

HoXAv,u8rEXaptov
II,rxEAatot
ALOKXn 'IkXvpiov
AEoVTrxog KaXXuaSov

Z

120

[Bo]vrd8at
5-]

[-S-

a

K710tbo8w'pov

[Tv]puEt^at
?] cv TX'7o-wcvog
[TXAio[Vt7ir]pE'rnq

NtKaV

Line 124 ends roster of Oineis
Col. III, Bottom
A

125

[KEKP] OIIIAOI
lacuna of 43 lines
['AXUEZs~]( ?)
[

.7
ca.

['Aptcr]TAXosg
3]'VApt'orcv
fvog

[lov]
Xto/3

Avo-&4----]
130

[os]

[Aflo-yfpivA' XvAov
[ov]
[A]o p.oV'A6rqvo&ip
[I] pao-&'a (Dpautov
TEX&'iriros TEX[-- -]
'Erap4ivwv 'E[-----]
0Eo&8o,ros Ef[--TptvEyq[I s]

135

?AXoKpa [ ?r- - - - - -

s [- - - - (D&X4A[a]

Line 139 ends roster of Kekropis

2
"In this ac"unaare to be restored:4 HOIMZ,
and 10 ( ?) Aveiv.

2aTXvTTnOI,

12 (?) A1.wvfc, 10 (?)

'A0ovc3,
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Col. IV, Bottom
[I IIII O0 QN TI A OZ ]
lacuna of 22 (?) lines12

140

['EXevo-tvLo&](?)

Q

[--a

]o[4]
4 _] o[

[.c.

[Ik]

]

?

Xv[o]F? [

]

llEW9w1ro[ ?--- - -]
'Ap-rTor[------

145

A' oKpcm? - - - - - -]
- -

Ae oorp[aTo?--[-

?FFcr

-]

150

'Aa [avrEFs]
'ApWoT[?
?-

'APur[T

155

l[epatets]

[?]

lacuna of 4 (?) lines 12

x

?

[a 6-1]&[

?

[AL] 8copo [
1TpaTocr --[v---?
'ApX&'a'Aq4

160
]

'AvaKa [Le?s]
MeyaKX

[s --

I

?

'Av8poKX'j[s
?

'AparroTK [71S

Me~8i;os [-----

'FkT&08&po
[[ ---

165

-

I

.

'AXEPSO[v'o-LoL]

'AvrLye'v
[n ?---KpKeLpV
[aa]
KpLro68[pog?-I---XaLpe4 [v?-I----

]

170

Below line 156 supply 9 additional letpattsm,including probably lines 157-161. Missing from
the entire roster of Hippothontis: 2 evptatrd8at, 2 'Epota8at, 3 ie Olov, 4 Oivczto, and 6- (?) &,ceXeis.
12
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Ko7rpet[I ]
[7?-og - - - -AeIVO(TTpq

175

1,rpa,ro0w'v[___

[

'EXawo
[viro]
ra.sura r

]

Line 178 ends roster of Hippothontis (?)
Col. V, Bottom
[A I A N T I A O 1]
[MapaOdhvtot]
(?)

180

185

?__________]
H

[

?]

vacat

ca. 15v
c_a.

1

190

_-]ov

['Aft8vatoL] (?)

[

ca. 141

[

-] TOr7o l0oV

ca. 15(?)

j vacat

ca. 13 (-?)

[

ca. 10
ca_ LO
o
i
ca. 7

I

] (Pvog

ca. 8

__]
a. 12

Po

MEXav

g]

[-ca.122(-?)
[__c

9

195

A (Dotv@tov
uo-YTp6a'Tov

ca
L---~--Js
--,

[

vacat

-]

vacat

_--]

200

VlK [- -]

ca. 12 _

[
[

[

??
??

??

I
]
]

~~~~~205

[?I
[4DaX-qpEZ] (?)
[?I

[?3

~~~~~210
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B

[?]
[pca.3]t[

[

.

__

_ _ _

]06[
.lol

?]--_]

[..w]vAv[

B-M

]

?

[Av?]o-4Lax[of]H vV[--]

215

[IIo] AvKp6rls IIoXv[---]
[An ] ?Kpa'rrj'

AJtKp6T

[ovs]

'Pa,uv [o] cVoO
['A]pXerT6XE,uLO <ILXtlTlT[--]
[A] VKE&aK-bta-Lov

220

['A] vroXXO Avat'ov

M

[Evi] 8ovXi8-qEi,g ovX'8ov
?] KpQa'r-s bDavoKparov[ s
[ S~Evo
[ov]
[KXEo8] Wpt'LS-) TPOrpo/3LXtL
AX9 TqoWTparov
4-K]
[-C4
[A t0oy ]

225

[ oS]

ELT(V IwCv0t6v

[O~] v'aZoF
Kv8nIF7rov
[Ilavo-a]v vga ODvXco[s]

E_ca.

[E

-]vog

4]

-]

ca-

230

Avrcavtw[ov]

7_-]

[ca.

0Eo8[(pov?]

8COp?S

]
[TPLKOPVIO.IoL

N

ca.

-

[_ _Ca.

[ca.

____

10___-o
8

_-]

PV

[----]

lalXTw

7]s

[o] s

235

[I 57TpE']Tr-q lcuot'agcL

Line 236 ends roster of Aiantis
Col. VI, Bottom
H

H-C

ANTIO

[XIAOI]

E't
II [aaXXAv]
[ ca. 4_]]
AECO

,a6r[vpo]s

NLKOKpa [rovg]

AEOt)opa6T[ov]

240

'Ap to-ro],erE'-q (DtXt'l [ov ?]
EC[----]

C

111MKVOOV

JcrOKpcLO[Va]ar
[-A *-K]pLT7)s
[-ca8 3]r
[_co-

3_]

-qoS NtKOLa6X9[V]
as Acopcdvos

['Avr] tbavrosa OEo4avrov

vacat

245
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'Ava0Xv`oTLo&
2]

[c.

E'TEoKXE'oVV

KX7s

[_ca.

XtI

[r

250

2?] iov

-] S An [I ] TpoL v

[

-ca. 12

D-P

oicX[E--]

S]

[-C-4-]7o-Tparo[

-]

V

[-? 4]X3'qs [A]v[ar]tpdxov
255

[a- -]Tt)v A [poO]E'ov
'c2sP9
[ ^* OK

[ L'K] COVOS9

[A ?]icov0Eato[v]
KaXXut^v llcavu[ca] 8ov
Mv-qjo-4axog [c `] tXog
'AXfTVEKE
[Z]s
a]Ov
?
['H8, ] vOtXog II [v
p

[Aao ?].-orog 2-3]O[----]
?ca.10 _ ] Oiv[of
[
0l?] ov
F

__ca.

14

vacat

ca. 15 ____]

.

lacuna of 19 lines "
I 4038

'Ap4r [powraelE]
'Hy[j],xcov 'Hy-ot?o[v]

?]

II[
HvGVWyeXol[
V-I 4038-F

260

'Ap [K] cr'Xas
Evg

[ov]Xt'8[ov]

265

265a
265b

265c
266

Kpfct[eZ]g
V-F

XapEt8-j [s 'E] XEKXEAOv
FDopxrGKOS(XLOATLr8oV

ElTeal [o]L
Mv7crtEpyos [Bow ?]vos
II [-ur] av8pov
IIHeLrtOEos
'Epota8a [L]

Xpe,4loXv [ . . ] ov
I-qpuaXl8at

270

275

'Ovuav8pog (D[av] oo-Trparov
V7r7pET&r,gKa [X]XLKpdTrJa

Line 277 ends roster of Antiochis

'8

7 A'yLAts, 2 B,Raatlt, and 2 (?)
In this lacunaare to be restored: 5 ( ?) additional 'AXOWrEKEts,

KoXvOeWs.
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L

Unassigned Fragments
[-]ov
o]v

-

[

[

280

?]eXov

[?o]v

W

vacat

?]

[
4?X[
Ap[

?
?1

-]
]285

Officers

Z-Y

Ka&8[ ' ov] NtKOKP6TT9'AVKVXcv9eV
[ypaquare]vs /vX0V73s
[icjpvf 4)t]ioKX^9 4)t[oKXE]ov

Z-Y-

-X-U-V-F

Tpwve/.evet

Line across bottom of monument
V
E
]v Trapao-K[EV)]v
[mrparlqyoser' T'q
-

[_

_-

7

- Mv
MV?A)7o-y&ijS

to[-

2-- -] Aapirrpe

?8

sf0

COMMENTARY

Line 2. The stone has been broken off where this line should appear. The
reading of Pittakys is retained, though with considerable doubt, since no name is
readily apparent which has this sequence of letters. Different editors have altered
the alpha to either lambda or delta, readings which will fit a number of possible
names,e.g. Wilhelm's[Me]8ovri[8ov] (?), all of themrare.
Line 3. Pittakys read 4PIXOY.The stone has been broken off where the phi
was once read by him and only the bottom tip of his iota is preserved. Where he read
sigma the stone shows the bottom two-thirds of a vertical stroke, i.e. probably an iota
or tau. Althought Pittakys' phi is tentatively retained, there is no attractive restora() ov ( ?) is not possible.
tion for this sequenceof letters and traces. Koehler's [Kifl] bwLine 4. That Pittakys failed so badly in reading this line lends some support for
questioning his readings in the two previous lines.
Line 11. The Sokles who lived in Melite and appears on a manumission inscription of ca. 330 (I.G., I12, 1569, line 22) may be the grandfather of this councillor.
A brother is surely Kephisophon who was himself bouleutes in 304/3 (Hesperia,
XXXV, 1966, p. 225, line 103).
Line 12. The patronymiccannot readily be restored. The second letter might also
be lambda; only the lower left slanting stroke is preserved. The names Pamisos and
Parisos would fit but are applied apparently only to rivers and Plaisos is not otherwise known. Perhaps the mason intendedto inscribe the name Pausias, the error being
simply one of metathesis.
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Line 14. The father's name should probably be restored as Lysistratos. He
appears to belong to the family of Lysistratos, son of Kephisodoros, of Melite, who
appears on a dikast's pinakion of the mid-fourth century (I.G., 12, 1851). Kirchner
gives a stemma of possible earlier membersof this family (P.A., 11473).
Line 15. Although epigraphically a number of other names are possible for
the patronymic, Aristomachos is restored with much probability on prosopographical
evidence. This bouleutes was very likely also the secretary of 276/5 (I.G., II2, 684,
lines 2-3 and I.G., J2, 685, line 3; S.E.G., III, 94, lines 2-3; Hesperia, IV, 1935, p.
584; and Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 134).
Line 17. One Antiphon, the son of Epitropos, was an ephebe of Kekropis in
334/3 (I.G., II2, 1156, line 10). Although in reference to this very inscripiton Gomme
issues a warning against rash prosopographical identifications (The Population of
Athens in the Fifth and Fourth Centuries B.C., p. 62, where, incidentally, his text
should read Antisthenes instead of Antiphanes), the evidence seems now quite sufficient to assign lines 1-11 of I.G., I12, 1156 to the deme Melite, for, in addition to Antiphon, two other names on the same list, Lysistratos and Smikythos, are known in this
deme at this time (P.A., 9619 and 4624). Our councillor, then, is very likely the
ephebe of 334/3 and he would accordingly be seventy-one years of age during his
term as bouleutes.
Lines 18-21. This is our only evidence for the quota of Koile in either the
Macedonian period or in the time of the original ten phylai. Since line 22 is uninscribed it might be argued that this deme had four representatives on the Council.
This hypothesis, however, is distinctly ruled out by the relative lengths of the columns.
Moreover, according to the usual pattern on this inscription, at the end of the rosters
either the name of a servant is inscribed or, as here, a blank space is left for such.
Line 19. Nearchos of Koile, probably the son of this councillor, was a donor to
Asklepios during the archonship of Diomedon, 247/6 (I.G., IJ2, 1534, line 280).
Line 25. The surface of this fragment is in very bad condition and readings are
often difficultand uncertain, as in this particular line. There appear to be traces of the
vertical strokes of a rho and iota and of the outline of the delta. The name accordingly is restored with some doubt as Eucharides.
Line 29. One Mnesiphon, probably the grandfather of this councillor, was himself a councillor for Phegous on the bouleutic list of ca. 336/5 (Hesperia, XXX, 1961,
p. 31, line 46). The father's name is very difficult to read, but it appears to be
Aischylos. Aischines might also be possible, but the traces favor lambda rather
than nu.
Line 31. The lower left corner of what appears to be an epsilon occurs in the
sixth letter-space of this line. The horizontal stroke, however, slopes slightly and is
almost certainly a chance marking on the stone. This councillor therefore may be
identified with the representative of Themakos, or his father, also named Simonides,
in 256/5 (Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 46, No. 9, line 71).
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Line 33. The first letter of the patronymic may be either alpha or lambda, more
probably the former since there appears to be a slight trace of the cross-bar. Only a
trace of the second letter is preserved, slightly more widely spaced than we should
expect. It may belong to either an omikron or a theta, but the reading is far from
certain.
Lines 39-41. The quota of Kydantidai appears to have been two bouleutai
annually in the period of the original ten phylai (I.G., 12, 1749; I.G., IJ2, 1700;
and Hesperia, XXX, 1961, p. 32) although on one occasion (I.G., I2, 1747) it seems
to have had a single representative. In the Macedonianperiod the favored representation is one (I.G., IJ2, 678; and above, p. 420) although here it has two bouleutai.
Line 43. Although only traces of the tau, phi, and alpha are preserved in this
name, the restoration does seem sure and this councillor may be identified with the
paredros of the archon Nikias of Otryne in 266/5 (I.G., IJ2, 668, line 20).
Lines 44-48. The quota of Phegaia both in the time of the original ten phylai
and in the Macedonian period seems to have been three bouleutai annually (I.G., IP2,
1749; Hesperia, XXX, 1961, p. 32; and I.G., I2, 678), although twice, once in each
period, this quota appears to have been increased to four representatives (I.G., IP2,
1747; and here; cf. also above, pp. 419-420, 422).
Line 47. The preserved traces appear to demand the restoration of the name
Isophilos. The names Isonikos, Isodikos, and Isotimnosmight also be possible, but
of the crucial letter, the phi, a bit of the top of the vertical stroke and what may be
a trace of the curved stroke are preserved. The patronymic could be Diokles, known
in Phegaia from a gravestone dated by Kirchner to the third or second century (I.G.,
I2P 2624) or Isokles, more consistent with what seems to be the preserved trace of
a vertical stroke and, though new to Attic prosopography, defensible on the grounds
of the common occurrence of identical roots in names from the same family. For the
second declension genitive ending see Meisterhans, Grammcatikder Attischen Inschriften3,p. 133 and also below, line 287.
Line 48. Oinanthias is new to Attic prosopography, though Oinanthis, Oinanthia, Qinanthes, and Oinanthe are known (I.G., 12, 11996; 12876; 2360, line 35;
10698; 5133; and 12349).
Line 50. The mason has clearly omitted the lamba from the father's name,
probablybecause he was misled by the similar shape of the alpha.
Line 51. The son of this councillor served as a representative of Plotheia on the
council of 254/3 (above, p. 420, line 94).
Line 53. Between the demotics of Hestiaia and Erikeia a blank space of 0.014 m.,
or about two-thirds of the normal vertical interspacing for one line, was left. Hestiaia
had a well attested quota of one representative.
Line 55. This reading is not at all certain. The first letter resembles an extremely thin beta. The alpha follows very closely. The fourth letter appears to be
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gamma, but the horizontal stroke is too long and probably represents a chance
marking on the stone.
Lines 60 and 64. Because of the indentation these lines must belong to demotics.
The quotas, three representatives each, limit them to Steiria and Prasiai, though
which demotic belongs to which line is not certain.
Lines 70-71. The uninscribed space at the end of line 70 shows that a demotic
probably appeared here. It is restored as Pelekes on the basis of the identification
of the patronymic in line 71 as the representative of this deme in 304/3 (Hesperica,
XXXV, 1966, p. 227, line 194). The first name is restored on the analogy of the
grandfather's name. The bottom stroke and perhaps a trace of the lower right
slanting stroke in the delta are preserved. The lower right quarter of the theta is
still visible.
Line 74. Although a number of restorations are possible, Hermodoros seems
most likely since the name is well known in this deme. Our councillor is probably
related to two men both identically named Hermodoros son of Hermolykos and
both representatives of Kolone on Leontid prytany lists, one dated ca. 350 (I.G., 112,
1742, lines 113-114), the other dated about a century later (Hesperia, IX, 1940,
p. 113, No. 22, line 62).
Line 75. This man again represented Kolone when he served his second possible
councillorship about the middle of the century (Hesperia, IX, 1940, p. 113, No. 22,
line 63). Only a trace of the upper left part of the omikron is preserved in the
patronymic. Where the iota once appeared the surface of the stone now has been
completely lost.
Line 78. There is a nick in the stone at the left edge just where a trace of the
pi should appear.
Line 79. Only the left vertical stroke is preserved in the second letter of this
name, slightly more widely spaced than normal, i.e. ca. 0.009 m. of interspacing.
The letter was probably nu and the name Mneson or Mnesias.
Line 82. This bouleutes was very probably the ephebe of 305/4 (I.G., 112, 478,
line 74, where the first name may now be restored). He would, presumably, then
have been forty-two years of age during his councillorship. His father may have
been the bouleutes of 303/2 (Hesperia, XXXVII, 1968, p. 12, line 59) and another
relative may be the Xenokles of Cholargos who appears on an unidentified list of
ca. 330 (I.G., II2, 2409, lines 60-61).
Line 83. Pittakys read the patronymic as APIITOAHMOY. Judging from the
spacing of the letters now preserved, his delta should occur exactly where on fragment J the upper left portion of a nu appears. Although Pittakys read correctly the
ends of lines 82, 90, and 91 (our numbering) as if he had seen them (all were easy
and obvious guesses), that he saw neither fragment J nor fragment G is quite
clear from the fact that he gives nothing else from the text which appears on
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J and misses the ends of lines 86, 89, 92, and 93 on fragment G. Beyond question then he did not see the last part of the patronymic in line 83 (cf. Koehler's
remark sub I.G., II, 1030). Indeed, the stone must have been broken off after the
tau or, at the very most, after the omikron. In the second letter-space following the
partially preserved nu the upper left portion of a mu appears. The patronymic must
accordingly be restored as Aristonymos and the councillor is probably a brother of
another councillor who appears on a prytany list of Akamantis now dated to 305/4
(Hesperia, Suppl. I, p. 33, No. 1, line 30; for the date see above, p. 424, note to line 77;
lines 28-31 of this inscription, limited on the basis of quota to two demes, should
therefore be assigned to Cholargos).
Line 84. As mentioned in the previous note Pittakys could not have seen the
last letters of the patronymic in this line, although he may have seen one more letter
than now preserved. The restoration, however, is quite certain and this bouleutes'
father may be identified with Nikostratos, son of Nikostratos, of Cholargos who
appears on a list of hippeis set up on Salamis ca. 320 (I.G., IJ2, 1955, line 7).
Line 85. Pittakys read, without restoration, the demotic of Hagnous in place
of the patronymic, an obvious error and distinct proof of Koehler's criticism (cf.
note on line 83). Where Pittakys read sigma iota, fragment G appears to preserve
the bottom stroke of an epsilon, although it seems rather closely spaced to the next
letter which must be alpha or lambda. The name is probably Hagnoteles, the less
likely alternative being Hagnophilos.
Line 87. This councillor appears to be the father of Nikostratos of Cholargos
who is known from a grave column of the third century (I.G., 112, 7787). This family
then may also be related to the Nikostratos of line 84.
Line 90. Xenophon was undoubtedly a brother of Xenaios who represented
Sphettos on the council of 303/2 (Hesperia, XXXVII, 1968, p. 11, line 26). The last
three or four letters of the patronymic could not have been seen by Pittakys, but
their restoration was easy and obvious.
Line 91. The trace of the top stroke of the tau just at the left edge of fragment G
makes the restoration of the patronymic certain. Though Pittakys could not have
seen the last three letters, since they appear on G, he may have seen the alpha, if this
part of fragment A' had not yet been broken away.
Line 92. Pittakys read the first letter of the father's name as theta, though only
a trace of it is now visible on the stone.
Line 93. The patronymic is restored on the basis of the following: the reading of
Pittakys, the one letter preserved on fragment G, and the prosopography. On fragment A' the stone now shows only the first two letters of the father's name. Since
Pittakys gives nothing beyond the first letter of the patronymic in the preceding line,
probably the stone broke off at precisely that point. On the basis of a similar state
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of preservation in this line (the break in A' clearly visible on the photograph probably
took place after Pittakys' reading and hastened the deterioration of this part of
the fragment), he could have seen four letters, and possibly part of a fifth letter, of
the patronymic. Fragment G preserves the last letter of the name and thus shows us
the number of missing letters. No name will fit 'Epyov [. . o]v. Hence, Pittakys' fifth
letter is probably not to be trusted. If he saw anything at all in this letter-space, it
may have been the upper oblique stroke of a chi, which would resemble part of an
upsilon. Of the names which fit 'Epyo [.. ..o]v, Ergochares is well known in Sphettos.
One man so named was archon in 226/5 and it is probably he who appears on a grave
inscription of ca. 200 (Hesperia, XXX, 1961, p. 259, No. 65). A descendant of our
bouleutes is undoubtedly the Ergochares, son of Theoros, of Sphettos who is known
from a grave column dated by Kirchner to the second century (I.G., I12, 7518; for
a stemma of the family see Sundwall, Nachtrage, p. 72).
Line 94. Whether Pittakys saw all the letters of this name which he recorded
is not certain, though he undoubtedlysaw several more than are now preserved.
Line 97. This is almost certainly the same Diognetos of Kephalewho was honored
as ephebe in 305/4 (I.G., 112,478, line 88). He would, presumably, then have been
forty-two years of age during the year of his councillorship.
Line 98. It is likely that the last letters of this name were not preserved oni the
stone when Pittakys saw it. The restoration, however, is quite sure and our councillor
may be identified with the father of Chairephon, the secretary of 249/8 (I.G., 112.
679 and I.G., 112,680; cf. Hesperia, VII, 1938, p. 136, No. 24, line 2).
Line 100. As Pittakys probablydid not have the last letters of this name, the rare
Polycharides is also possible.
Lines 107-109. Of the Oineid demes to which the bouleutai of these lines may
belong, viz. Acharnai, Thria, Oe, and Perithoidai, the name Timodemos occurs only
in Acharnai, on a dedication of 307/6 (I.G., IJ2, 3209, line 29; cf. also Hesperia,
XXX, 1961, pp. 260-261, No. 69, line 5), and it is just possible that he should be
identified with the father of the councillor in line 107.
Line 108. The name Polyochos is new to Attic prosopography.
Line 110. The preserved letters and quota, three bouleutai, are satisfied by the
lemotics of only Perithoidai and Lakiadai. The spacing requires the latter, a choice
wchichis confirmed by the prosopography (see following note).
Line 112. Although the name Pantheros (genitive llavOrpov) is well enougl
known, particularly in later times, there appears to be no other Athenian named
simply Panther. The father of this councillor was the son of Demonikos of Lakiadai
Zindserved as trierarch in 337/6 and 326/5 (I.G., 112, 1623, lines 307-308; I.G., 112,
1628, lines 364-365; and I.G., 12, 1629, lines 884-885).
Line 113. The name Amphisias, known at Akraiphia (Bechtel, Die historischen
J-'ersonennanien,p. 43), seems perhaps a shade too short for the two full letters
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required in restoration but is preferable to the very rare and strange Ameusias
(Bechtel, op. cit., p. 43) which would fit the spacing better.
Line 117. This councillor, Diokles, son of Ischyrias, of the deme Ptelea, was
chairman of the proedroi in the archonship of Ourias, 281/0 (for the date see
Hesperia, XXIII, 1954, p. 314), when a decree was passed praising the taxiarchs
who went to Boiotia (Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 562, No. 40, lines 6-7). This fact dates
our inscription to 281/0.
Line 123. Either this councillor or more probably his father was the representative of Tyrmeidai in 304/3 (Hesperica,XXXV, 1966, p. 228, line 235).
Line 126. The demneto which the bouleutai of lines 127-136 should be assigned
is not certain. Halai had ten representatives on the Council in the Macedonian period,
as is proved by the bouleutic list of 304/3 (Hesperica, XXXV, 1966, p. 228, lines
243-253). But the other large demes of Kekropis, viz, Aixone, Athinonon, and
Phlya, each may have had at least as many, though their quotas are not known precisely. Possible prosopographicalconnections can be found with Halai, Aixone, and
Athmonon, but the strongest are with Halai (see following notes) and on this basis
the demotic is tentatively restored in line 126.
Line 127. Only the bottoms of the letters are preserved and the readings are not
certain but they do exclude the possibility of a demotic in this line.
Line 128. This councillor is probably a younger brother of Eponymos who was
a representative of Halai on the council of 303/2 (Hesperia, XXXVII, 1968, p. 13,
line 134), if the patronymic there and the demotic here are restored correctly.
Line 131-132. The name Aischron occurs in Halai in the fourth and second
centuries (P.A., 403-404), and in Aixone, as father of Theodotos, in ca. 320 (P.A.,
401-402). Aischylos is known in Athmonon in ca. 340 (P.A., 439) and Athenodoros
in Aixone, but at a much later preiod (P.A., 266 and P.A., 286).
Line 133. Of the four possible demes for the assignment of these bouleutai,
Phrasias is known only in Athmonon, from a lekythos (Ath. Mitt., LXVII, 1942,
p. 91, No. 146).
Line 136. The name Theodotos is known in both Halai and Aixone. One
Theodotos of Halai was father of Theoboulos, a chairman of the proedroi in 293/2
(I.G., 1I2, 649, line 5). Theodotos, son of Theaitetos, and Theoboulos, son of
Theodotos, appear on a list of members of Halai who dedicated a statue to Aphrodite
ca. 360-350 (I.G., II2, 2820, lines 23 and 27). Another Theodotos, the son of Theodotos and perhaps father of this councillor, was honored by a decree dated to the end
of the fourth century (Aekr., XI, 1927-28, p. 40, No. 4, line 10). These are our
strongest prosopographical connections with Halai, but the name Theodotos admittedly occurs also in Aixone as the son of Aischron and ephebe in 334/3 on a
decree concernedwith sacrifices (I.G., II2, 1199). Another Theodotos of Aixone was
epimeletesof the dockyards in 362/1 (I.G., JJ2, 1622, line 502).
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Line 139. The name Phileas should be restored here; there may even be a trace
of the alpha. Below this line there is enough space preserved so that if the title of the
servant were inscribed there should be a trace of the first letter. Since none appears,
we concludethat no servant's name was inscribed at the end of this column. A similar
omission occurs under the rosters of Demetrias and Leontis.
Line 141. The restoration of the demotic in this line is not absolutely certain.
Only two demes in Hippothontis could have had as many as ten bouleutai, Peiraeus,
which had precisely that number on the list of 303/2 (Hesperia, XXXVII, 1968,
p. 14, lines 166-175), and Eleusis, whose quota is not known, but which, on the basis
of its size, might be expected to have had a representation of this order. If line 155
below is correctly restored as the demotic of Peiraeus, then lines 142-151 can belong
only to Eleusis. That this deme should have had a quota of more than ten councillors
seems out of the question. In fact, a study of the quotas of all the other demes of
Hippothontis indicates that ten bouleutai very probably was the representation of
Eleusis. The demotic accordingly is restored in line 141. Prosopography tends to
confirm this assignment (see following notes).
Lines 142-143. The position of the letters in these two lines prevents either
from belonging to any of the possible demotics in Hippothontis.
Line 144. There are only traces of the outline of a letter, probably a sigma, in
the seventh letter-space in this line. The preceding letter also is far from certain.
Line 145. The name Peithippos is new to Attic prosopography. Peisippos or
Teisippos are more natural but the stone shows quite clearly theta.
Line 147. This councillor's son may be the Theodotos who was spokesman for
a decree of the Eleusinians honoring a certain Aristophanes and dated post 236/5
(I.G., II2 1299, line 51).
Line 149. This bouleutes is possibly a later member of the well known Eleusinian
family at least two members of which were named Leostratos (Demosthenes, XLIV,
9, 17; and XLIV, 17, 19; for a stemma, cf. P.A., 5638).
Line 152. This demotic is very difficult to make out, but the traces of the first
four letters appear to indicate the deme Hamaxanteia.
Line 155. The reading of this line is important both for the arrangement of this
roster and for the study of the representational quotas of Hippothontis. The indentation demands a demotic and the traces of the first letter would indicate a pi. The left
vertical stroke is clear and there also appear to be parts of the top and right vertical
strokes preserved. In the following line there are traces of several letters but nothing
can be read with certainty. The one deme in Hippothontis which begins with pi is
Peiraeus. Since it had ten representatives in this period, line 156 and nine lines
following, probably including 157-161 of our text, should be given to the bouleutai
of this deme, but see following note.
Lines 157-161. Of the two demes available for these bouleutai on the basis of a
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minimum quota of five representatives, namely Peiraeus and Dekeleia, the former is
the more likely on prosopographicalevidence, although the proposed connections are
not strong. One Diodoros (cf. line 159) of Peiraeus served as a proedros in 318/7
(I.G., JJ2, 1214) ; another was spokesmanof a Peiraeus decree in honor of Kallidamas
of Cholleidai, dated by Kirchner to the first half of the third century (I.G., IJ2, 449).
Archias (cf.. line 161) of Peiraeus was a well known contributor to Athena and is
found many times on the records of the treasurers of Athena (I.G., II2, 1388,
line 68; I.G., 12, 1400, line 59; I.G., 112, 1407, line 44; etc.) dated to the end of the
fifth or the beginning of the fourth century. None of the names in these lines is
found in Dekeleia.
Lines 162-165. Prior to 307/6 Anakaia had a quota of three bouleutai. After
the creation of the Macedonian phylai part of this deme apparently was transferred
to Demetrias (I.G., 12, 1706, line 76), while the other section remained in Hippothontis. Our inscription is the only evidence for its quota in the Macedonian period.
Line 170. This bouleutes is very likely the son of the representativeof Acherdous
in 303/2, Theopompos, son of Antigenes (Hesperia, XXXVII, 1968, p. 14, line 164).
Line 178. The single representative of Elaious should appear in this line (for
the quota of this deme, see Hesperia, XXXVII, 1968, p. 14, lines 185-186). The
upper portion of the first two letter-spaces is preserved, beyond which the stone breaks
off, but they show only rasura and no traces of either the original or any reinscribed
lettering. For a possible explanation of this rasura see commentarybelow on line 288.
Lines 179-236. For the restoration of the demotics in this roster see above,
p. 472.
Line 195. Only the bottom right stroke of the base of the omega is preserved and
several other letters would be possible epigraphically. The omega, however, gives a
regular sequence of letters for a genitive ending. The omikron and sigma are very
widely spaced, i.e. ca. 0.010 m. of interspacing.
Line 196. This name is new to Attic prosopography, though it is known at
Pharsalos in the third century (I.G., IX, ii, 234, line 133).
Line 199. If a bouleutes was inscribed in this line, his name and patronymic
together could not have had more than twelve letters. Such short names, though rare,
do occur; e.g. line 257 below has only ten letters.
Line 215. The name Sosimachos is also possible.
Line 217. The name Deikrates is new to Attic prosopography. The first name is
restored on the analogy of the patronymic, although the much more common Epikrates, as well as several rare names, would also fit.
Line 220. One Lykeas of Rhamnous (without patronymic) was priest of
Asklepios during Diomedon's archonship (I.G., 112, 1534, line 213). He is probably
to be identified with Lykeas, son of Hierokles, of Rhamnous who appears on a decree
of this deme honoring Dikaiarchos of Thria in the archonship of Ekphantos ('EXX-q
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III, 1930, p. 154, lines 45-46; cf. Pouilloux, La Forteresse de Rhamnonte, pp.
129-132). In any case, the Lykeas, son of Kephisios, of Rhamnous, whose grave
monument is extant (B.C.H., LXXXVI, 1962, p. 683), must be our councillor.
Line 221. This bouleutes was very probably the councillor of 304/3, Antochos
of Rhamnous, now serving his second possible term on the Council (cf. Hesperia,
XXXV, 1966, p. 229, line 292, where the patronymic may now be restored). No
other Athenian is known to have had this name, although it appears in Larisa
and on the grave monument of a man from Herakleia (I.G., IJ2, 8565).
Line 223. Our councillor is probably to be identified with the Xenokrates who
appears on a block belonging to a theater monumentat Rhamnous (Pouilloux, op. cit.,
p. 142, No. 27; cf. I.G., 12, 2849, where the patronymic is better restored as [1a]voKpacrovs). His father is very likely the Phanokrates, son of Xenokrates, of Rhamnous
who appears on a funerary naiskos dated to the end of the fourth century (Pouilloux,
op. cit., p. 143, No. 29) and his uncle may be the Nikokrates, son of Xenokrates, of
Rhamnous who is known to have acquired property in Aphidna from a mining lease
of 342/1 (?) (Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 402, No. 10, line 184). Either our councillor or
his father (the first two letters of his name have been lost) appears on a fragment of
cornice also found at the theater of Rhamnous (Pouilloux, op. cit., pp. 142-143,
No. 28).
Line 224. This bouleutes was the father of Kleochares, who appears on a decree
of Rhamnous from the archonship of Antipatros (Pouilloux, op. cit., p. 116, No. 6,
line 2), and of Strombichos, who appears on another decree of Rhamnous from the
archonship of Ekphantos (ibid., p. 130, No. 15, line 46).
Line 229. The father of this councillor, Phyleus, son of Pausanias, was hieropoios in 336/5 (I.G., 12, 330, lines 33, 39, etc.) and spokesman for a decree honoring
Herakleides of Salamis in 325/4 (I.G., 112, 360, line 66).
Line 230. The father of this bouleutes, if restored correctly as Theodoros, is
probablyto be identified with a symproedros in 302/1 (I.G., 12, 502, line 10).
Line 231. Lysanias, the father of this councillor, was himself a representative of
Oinoe in the Council of 304/3 (Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 229, line 287). Our
bouleutes might be restored as Lysippos on the basis of his grandfather's name.
Lines 232-235. The restoration of the demotic in line 232 has been discussed
above, p. 472. This inscription is our only evidence for the representation of Trikorynthos before the system of quotas broke down ca. 200 B.C.
Lines 238-247. Pallene had six councillors in the Council of 335/4 (I.G., 112,
1700) and seven in 334/3 (I.G., I12, 1750). On the latter list, however, Eitea had
only one representative instead of its normal quota of two. After 307/6, on the
evidence here, the quota of Pallene was increased to at least eight bouleutai (lines
239-246), and probably nine, since a blank line has been left between the eighth
representative of Pallene and the demotic of Anaphlystos. Blank lines of this type
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within prytany and bouleutic registers are almost invariably intended for missing
names.
Line 241. The patronymicmight of course be Philippides, but Philippos is known
in Pallene, as the son of Phoruskos, on a fourth-century grave stele (I.G., IJ2, 7135).
Line 245. The name Doron is new to Attic prosopography.
Line 255. This councillor's father is probably to be identified with the Dorotheos
of Anaphlystos known from a manumission inscription of ca. 330 (I.G., 112, 1569,
col. I, line 4).
Line 256. The father, if the restoration is correct, was himself a councillor
for Anaphlystos on a bouleutic list belonging to the beginning of the third century
(I.G., II2, 2423, line 38).
Line 257. Other restorations are possible, but Dion is known in Anaphlystos,
albeit a century earlier than this inscription (I.G., I2, 5663).
Line 261. There is only a trace of what appears to be the right sloping stroke of
an upsilon in the first preserved letter-space.
Line 262. Laossos, one of a very few rare names which will fit the spacing
and preserved letters and traces here, may be a descendant of the workman on the
Erechtheion in 408/7 who bore the same name and demotic (I.G., 12, 374, lines 226,
228, etc.; cf. Stevens, Caskey, et al., The Erechtheum, pp. 382 ff., and S.E.G., X,
p. 121, No. 281, lines 8-9 and 11).
Line 263. The restoration of the patronymic is not certain. One Oinobios of
Alopeke is known as the father of a councillor on a fragment of a bouleutic list dated
to the end of the fourth century (I.G., 12, 2407, line 39; cf. B.S.A., L, 1955, pp.
13-14).
Line 265. There are traces of two letters at the end of this line but neither can
be read with any certainty.
Line 268. The councillor's name is new to Attic prosopography.
Line 271. Mnesiergos of Eitea is a well known name on the bouleutic lists of this
period. One was father of the councillor in 304/3 (Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, p. 229,
line 314). Another was a bouleutes in 303/2 (Hesperia, XXXVII, 1968, p. 15, line
234). Our councillor is probablythe grandson of the former, and possibly the nephew
of the latter. The patronymic here might be restored as Boon and identified with
the father of Himeraios of Eitea who appears among those bouleutai crowned by the
demos in Telekles' archonship, 290/89 (I.G., 112, 2797).
Line 272. The father of this councillor was undoubtedly,along with Mnesiergos,
a representative of Eitea in the Council of 303/2 (Hesperia, XXXVII, 1968, p. 15,
line 235).
Line 274. Only a trace of the chi is preserved. The name might be either
Polyarchos or Polyeuches.
Line 276. This bouleutes, Onesandros, the son of Phanostratos, of Semachidai
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was a member of the board of eleven (one from each phyle, except Aiantis), who
administeredthe euthynai in 304/3 (I.G., 12, 488, line 14).
Lines 278-285. Fragments L and W preserve too little information to be assigned
precise positions within the monument (see above, p. 470).
Lines 286-288. These lines belong to the list of officers of the boule. The total
number in this period was about ten (the catalogue of 303/2 had nine). Accordingly, the remaining approximately seven officers,if they appearedat all on this monument, must have been inscribed at the top, along with the heading.
Line 286. Just at the left edge of this fragment is preserved the upper slanting
stroke of a letter, probably an upsilon. This Nikokrates may be identified with the
Nikokrates, the son of Dion, of Ankyle who was councillor and treasurer of the
prytaneis of Aigeis during the archonship of Euboulos, almost certainly the Euboulos
of 256/5 (I.G., 12, 678, lines 5, 10-11, etc.; cf. Hesperia, Suppl. I, pp. 47-52).
Line 287. This man is another member of the famous family of heralds from
rTrinemeiawhich may be traced down through three centuries. He cannot, however,
be the son of the herald in 303/2 (1-esperia, XXXVII, 1968, p. 16, lines 302-304)
who was named Eukles, but he may be a nephew. He is in turn the father of the
Eukles of Trinemeia who appears on I.G., 112, 678 of 256/5 (see above, p. 433).
There is insufficient space in this line, even if it began at the left margin of the
first column, for the full title K'ppVe (1r^7) 0ovX^1KacL (Tovi) 8&Uov,with or without
the articles. Even the abbreviated form K Tpv r/ovX'ij, which occurs apparently
only in a later period (Hesperica, Suppl. I, p. 178, No. 110, lines 9-10, and p. 188,
No. 116, line 84), is slightly too long. Moreover, it is natural to expect this line to
have begun at the same point as the closely associated line above it, i.e. at the left
margin of the second column, and the restoration of the single word KipVe precisely
satisfies this requirement. The second declension genitive ending of the father's name
is relatively common (see above, line 47).
Line 288. Part of the title and name of a third officer is preserved in this line
which ran across the bottom of the inscription. Just at the right edge of fragment Z
the vertical stroke and the suggestion of the arms of a kappa are visible. The word,
accordingly, is restored rapaKl[cEV] v and the title, [orTpaT-qyoS E'ir T' Iv IrapaorK [Ev?V V,
a restoration which nicely fits the allotted space beginning at the left margin of the
first column and ending about a third of the way across the monument. On the righthand side of the inscription his name, patronymic, and demotic are partially preserved.
The name should probablybe restored as Mnesigenes, though the man is not otherwise
known.
Between the last letter of the title on fragment Y and the first letter of Mnesigenes there is space in the middle of the line for about twenty or twenty-one letters.
More than half of this space is preserved and it shows clearly rasura. For the first
ten letter-spaces on Y (after the nu) it is deep and slightly more than the full height
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of the line, i.e. 0.012 m., but for the last two it is only half the height, i.e. 0.007 m.,
and shallower, as if trailing off. No letter can be read within this erasure.
The rasura at the bottom of fragment X has already been mentioned (see commentary on line 178). It aligns exactly with the erasure on Y, yet it also occurs precisely where the one bouleutes of Elaious ought to have been inscribed. The full
height of the line is not preserved and we cannot tell therefore whether this erasure
simply obliterated this name or whether it was a continuation of the large rasura on
Y (nothing can be read through the rasura on X either). What is certain, however, is
that an error occurred here in the setting up of the text of I 5105, for the bottom of
the Hippothontid roster clearly extended into the line given to the title and name of
the Provisioner-General.
Beyond this we can only form conjectures or compound what are already unattractive hypotheses. Perhaps the mason inscribed the title, name, etc. of the Provisioner-General,centering the line under the two officers in lines 286-287, then when
the conflict with column IV became apparent made alterations so that the title and
name were centered under the whole monument. It is curious, however, that the bouleutes of Elaious was not then inscribed in the erasure in line 178. Moreover, in one
obvious case of error in this line, viz, where the mason omitted the epsilon from the
demotic of Lamptrai (the upsilon sigma are still visible under the epsilon upsilon),
the erasures are very light and quite different in character from the one on fragment
Y. The alternative, viz. to assume that the rasurae on Y and X arise from damnatio
mnemoriae,is not attractive either, for precisely what was erased cannot easily be
conjectured (the title apparentlyis completewith the nu on Y, and the name also, with
the addition of the first two letters of Mnesigenes). Moreover, such an assumption
still leaves unexplained the conflict between the bottom of column IV and line 288.
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